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May 29, 2019 — For the fourth consecutive year, partner Amy G. Dulin has been selected for inclusion in

Latinvex’s “Latin America’s Top 100 Female Lawyers.”

The list, published on May 22, ranked Dulin in the following categories: banking & �nance; corporate/M&A; and

project �nance. Dulin was also ranked, along with Freddie Goudie, in the banking & �nance and corporate/M&A

categories of Latinvex’s “Latin America’s Top Lawyers 2019” list, published in February.

The May 22 list includes a pro�le of Dulin that cites Chambers Latin America 2019, which singled out her work on

Latin America-wide banking & �nance matters.

“Amy Dulin has a stellar track record advising on regional banking and �nancing matters,” Chambers said, adding

that one client commented: “Amy has been instrumental in all the deals in which we have worked together, not

only structured deals, but unsecured ones as well. Lenders and borrowers really like working with her. She is

super professional, always on top of transactions, and on hand to provide necessary advice to her clients.” 

Latinvex bases its ranking on a combination of factors, including recent track record on major deals and business,

prominence of the �rm in Latin America and rankings by third parties, such as Chambers and Partners, Legal 500

and Thomson Reuters. 
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Attorney advertising. Readers are advised that prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. No aspect
of this advertisement has been approved by the Supreme Court of New Jersey. For information regarding
the selection process of awards, please visit https://www.hugheshubbard.com/legal-notices-
methodologies.
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